
Sending a Little Luck Your Way!  

With St. Patrick’s Day right around the corner, Fortus is feeling extra 

lucky this month!  We’re lucky to have such a great team of 

dedicated Fortus Travelers who have helped our company grow every year, and achieve new heights in 

the travel nursing industry. Even today Fortus Travel continues to expand, with new nurses signing on 

with us weekly, and several of our travelers extending their current assignments.  Learn what it means 

to become part of the Fortus family, and who knows…you might find your new home-away- from-

home! 

 

Fortus’ Pot of Gold                  by Rebecca Urtz 

Many seasoned travel nurses have their pick of the litter when it comes to companies to go on 

assignments with. In such a competitive industry, with hundreds of travel nursing companies to pick 

from, retaining those excellent travel nurses is a number one priority.  Fortus is lucky enough to have 

one of the highest nurse retention rates in the industry!  Our travelers have come to realize that being 

a Fortus Travel employee is unlike working for any other travel nursing company.  Of course, every 

traveler likes different things about our company, but here are some of the reasons why our loyal 

travelers love being a part of the Fortus family: 

 Individualized Pay Packages:  With Fortus, there is no “one type fits all” compensation 

package.  We don’t expect the nurse to conform to our package.  Fortus recruiters work with 

our nurses to help put together a package based on the types of accommodations a nurse 

needs, along with what they consider to be important to them.  Tax-free money?  Taxable 

income?  Overtime?  On-Call?  Bonus’?  Insurance?  No two travelers go for the same type of 

deal, but each recruiter can help find the right deal for you through insight and advice.  Be 

sure to consider and discuss all of your options with your recruiter. 

 REAL 24/7 Customer Service: Our quality team takes pride in making sure you’re comfortable 

and have as few problems as possible during your assignment – however, there’s always 

bound to be problems now and then.  When problems do occur, our team is available 24/7 to 

help you out.  You’ll not only have your recruiter’s cell phone number for access after hours, 

but our quality department’s contact information as well.  If you’re traveling on a weekend or 

it’s after 5 EST, you can always get a hold of someone to pinpoint and attack problems 

promptly, no matter how minor.   

 A Tight Knit Internal Work Atmosphere: Fortus is a smaller travel nursing company, which 

means there is quick and immediate internal conversation between our departments of 

recruiting, client managing, quality, insurance, and payroll.   

 The “Fortus Family” External Worker Relationships: One of the best parts of being a Fortus 

employee is the immediate acceptance into our external “Fortus family!”  Many of our Fortus 

travelers have run into each other on assignments or are housed in the same unit, and plenty 

of them have become close friends.  Even travelers who have worked with Fortus in the past, 

and aren’t on assignment with us at the present time, love to run into current or former 

Fortus employees and share experiences.  Fortus prides itself on our intimate approach to the 

travel nursing industry, and our external employees encounter that every day on and off the 

job!  

 Recruiter/Traveler Relationships:  One of the primary goals in being a Fortus Travel recruiter 

is to be what our travelers need us to be.  It’s in every recruiter’s job description to be a 

career and job consultant, but Fortus recruiters go the extra mile to be a friend, a confidant 

and informant. We are here to be an ear to vent to, someone to turn to for advice and 

someone you trust.  Being a smaller agency gives us time to dedicate ourselves to each 

employee as if you were standing here beside us in our office.  Not only do WE feel lucky to 

have such a close and personal relationship with our travelers, but we’re pretty sure you do 

too! 

 

Welcome Aboard! 
 

Fortus would like to welcome 

travelers who have started 

assignments with us since our 

last newsletter!  We’re so 

grateful to have you as a 

part of our Fortus family! 

 
 Julie, a longtime dialysis 

traveler, signed on with 

Fortus for an assignment in 

the Virgin Islands. 

 Jay, a patient care technician, 

will be starting an assignment 

in March. 

 Sharon, an RN who has 

travelled with Fortus in the 

past, started a new position 

in Texas. 

 Debbie went back to a unit 

she formerly worked at in 

Pennsylvania. 

 Shawnta, a longtime Fortus 

dialysis RN, started another 

Fortus assignment in Upstate 

NY. 

 Misty, a technician, will be 

taking a new Fortus 

assignment in California. 

 Mary, an administrator, will 

be Interim manager of a 

dialysis unit in the Virgin 

Islands. 

 Jennifer, a technician, will be 

taking her first assignment in 

the Virgin Islands. 

 Makeshia, a first time travel 

PCT, will be starting an 

assignment in the Virgin 

Islands. 

 Ana, a first time travel RN, 

starts her first assignment in 

California. 

 

Want to see your name here 

and join our Fortus family?  

Call and request a recruiter. 

1-888-387-3625. 

 
Or Contact us with your 
specialty and we will call you. 

March 2014 
Fortus Travel Operations Team:  Jeremy, 

John, Kathy, Tracey, Melaina, and Lindsay 

Recruiters: Edward, Janet, Rebecca, Rick, 

Janasa, and Patrice 

http://www.fortusgroup.com/contact-us/


Follow Fortus Resources! 

 

  Comments?  Ideas for future issues?  Write to us and let us know.  

Rebecca (Rebecca@fortusgroup.com) or Lindsay (Lindsay@fortusgroup.com) 

 

Spotlight Recruiter: Edward MacKenzie II  
     by Lindsay Weibel  

 

Edward MacKenzie II is a senior account executive in Fortus Healthcare Resources’ travel department, 

and has been with the company for seven years. With his specialty focus being dialysis he is always 

reaching out to these types of professionals. Why? To present the opportunities Fortus has when it 

comes to staffing travel nurses who specialize in dialysis.  

The interesting thing about Ed is that he was actually recruited himself by a Fortus recruiter. He was 

working as a nurse at Sitrin Health Care, a local assisted living facility, when he received his phone call. 

By far, his favorite thing about working here is how he can impact a person’s career with one phone 

call; one that informs people of opportunities they may never have thought of without that call. His 

hobbies include gardening, sports, music and travelling. While attending the Annual Dialysis 

Conference in Atlanta this past February, a winter storm hit. Even though Ed was stranded there for a 

week with one of his fellow recruiters, he was in the right place at the right time to get his hands on 

tickets to see Sharon Jones and the Dap Kings, one of his favorite live acts.   

Interested in having Ed as a recruiter? Give him a call at 315-295-1974 or email him at 

edward@fortusgroup.com. Be sure to let him know that you’ve learned about him through our 

newsletter! 

 

 

Hot Travel Jobs 

 Labor & Delivery, 8 

Weeks, Wisconsin 

 Labor & Delivery, 13 

weeks, New York City 

 NICU, 13 Weeks, 

Houston, TX 

 PICU, 13 Weeks, San 

Diego, CA 

 Labor & Delivery, 13 

Weeks, San Diego, CA 

 Dialysis, 13 Weeks, St. 

Thomas 

 Operating Room, 13 

Weeks, Glens Falls, NY 

 Emergency Room, 13 

Weeks, St. Thomas 

 OR Technician, 13 

Weeks, Ridgecrest, CA 

 Dialysis, 13 Weeks, Maine 

 Dialysis, 13 Weeks, 

Indiana 

 Dialysis, 13 Weeks, Texas 

 Critical Care, ALL OVER 

California 

 Operating Room, 

Tucson, AZ 

Featured Permanent 

Openings 

 Dialysis Clinical 

Managers, Bay Area of 

California 

 Acute Dialysis RN, CA 

 PD Nurses, CA 

 PACU Manager, New 

Jersey 

 ASC Administrator, 

Minnesota 

To view these jobs online 

visit jobs.fortusgroup.com 

 

Traveler of the Month     Dalila Torres 

This month, the Fortus newsletter has been focusing on retention and relationships.  Dalila 

Torres is a patient care technician in the dialysis field who has been traveling with Fortus 

exclusively since September 2012.  The funny thing is she’s been at the same location this 

whole time!  Dalila traveled to other areas in the United States prior to becoming a Fortus 

employee, but the opportunity to take a semi-local travel assignment close to home worked 

out perfectly for her.  Dalila exemplifies everything a travel nurse should be:  she’s flexible, 

sweet, kind, and always willing to lend a hand and go the extra mile wherever she is on 

assignment.  We are so thrilled to have Dalila as a part of our Fortus family! 

February 2014 
Fortus Travel Operations Team:  Jeremy, 
John, Kathy, Tracey, Melaina, and Lindsay 
Recruiters: Edward, Janet, Rebecca, Rick, 
Janasa, and Patrice 

“I enjoy the change I can 

impact on a person’s career 

with one phone call.”  

“Dedicated to the highest 

standard of recruiting 

excellence” 
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